
STEEL BLUE ARGYLE COMPOSITE ZIP 317532 
 

 

DESCRIPTION 

One of our most popular styles, the Argyle® Zip is now available with a Composite 
Toe Cap. The Argyle® Zip Composite is a Men’s Ankle Boot with padded collar and 
tongue for all day comfort. Our lightweight Composite Toe Cap’s are a non-metallic 
alternative to Steel Toe Caps. 

Our Argyle® Zip Composite safety boots are great for FIFO and other workers that 
need to move through security work environments regularly. Composite Toe Caps 
are Airport Friendly, can be x-rayed, won’t rust and also insulate against heat and 
cold. 

Including laces to ensure a secure and comfortable fit, this safety boot features an 
industrial grade side zip for convenience. The TPU Outsole of the Argyle® Zip 
Composite is heat resistant to 130°C and offers Anti-Static properties. 

Available in Black or Wheat premium Water-Resistant Leather, the Argyle® Zip 
Composite features our Trisole® Comfort Technology which works to cushion your 
feet, knees, hips and lower back from day-to-day fatigue. 

 

 



 

 
COMPOSITION 

The Materials 

   Full Grain Leather & Nubuck Leather 
Each Leather is specifically chosen to ensure the style of boot is fit for purpose and 
is ethically and environmentally sourced from members of the Leather Working 
Group (LWG). 
 

   Baltico® Lining 
A soft, non-abrasive, hydrophobic material that wicks perspiration away from the 
foot, enabling the skin to remain cool and dry. 
 

   Ortho Rebound® Footbed 
Our patented Ortho Rebound® Footbed is uniquely designed to reduce foot fatigue. 
Made from high quality Polyurethane, it always retains its shape and thickness to 
ensure support from heel to toe, is antifungal, and the high wicking material keeps 
your feet cool and dry. 
 

   Poron 
Strategically placed high-tech Poron® pads are placed in the sole and under your 
foot’s peak stress areas. We included Poron® in our Trisole® Comfort Technology, 
which is now the benchmark for safety boots. 
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